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ATHENS TOURS
ABSOLUTE ATHENS:
THE COMPLETE ATHENS
EXPERIENCE

WALKING TOUR

R

7 HOURS

P

EVERY DAY, AM OR PM

@

CAN BE CUSTOM
TAILORED

PARENTS WITH KIDS OF
ALL AGES

You will fall in love with this vibrant city!
Join us on this Athens private walking tour for families and get to know Athens through
the eyes of your family friendly guide! Discover Athens from a different point of view,
like a local. You and your children will fall in love with this vibrant city, its colors and its
energy! And to really know the real Athens, this is one in depth experience – this is the
ONLY way to fall in love with this bustling city and with its warm hearted inhabitants. This
is a great tour if you only have one day in Athens.

D HIGHLIGHTS

8 INCLUSIONS

0

j

Acropolis
Acropolis Museum
Syntagma and National Gardens
Plaka, the oldest district in Athens
Monastiraki

MEETING POINT
Hotel/Apartment (if located near
Acropolis) or Acropolis Metro Station

Expert and English speaking guide

note
Bring water and a hat. Camera is a MUST

ATHENS TOURS
MYTHOLOGY QUEST 4 FAMILIES:
ACROPOLIS AND ACROPOLIS
MUSEUM WALK WITH THE GODS

WALKING
TOUR

R

4 HOURS

P

@

CAN BE CUSTOM
TAILORED

EVERY DAY

PARENTS WITH KIDS OF
ALL AGES

Learn more about the Greek Gods!
This is a MUST do Athens tour! The Greek myths from chaos to the birth of the Olympian
gods – learn more about the Greek gods, heroes and most especially Athena. Discover
how Greek divinities were determinedly mischievous! Your local Mythology expert guide
will entertain you with mythological anecdotes and fun facts about the places you will
discover and give you and your family great insight into the world of ancient Greece!

D HIGHLIGHTS

8 INCLUSIONS

0

j

Acropolis
Athena´s Parthenon
Erechtheion
Athena Nike Temple
Dionysus Theatre and Sanctuary
Acropolis Museum

MEETING POINT
Temple of Zeus

Expert and English speaking guide and
brilliant storyteller

note
Bring water and a hat. Camera is a MUST

ATHENS TOURS
THE HUNT FOR THE OLYMPIANS:
PERCY JACKSON THEMED TOUR

WALKING
TOUR

R

4 HOURS

P

@

CAN BE CUSTOM
TAILORED

EVERY DAY

FOR PARENTS WITH KIDS
OF ALL AGES

Let’s go and meet the Olympians!
If you are reading this, you are a fan or somebody you love may be. Or if not a fan yet,
then let´s go and meet the Olympians! Hear legends and myths of long ago from a real
Athenian. Finally you are here to face Poseidon and Athena and learn more about their
quarrel for the city of Athens. Get ready as your Percy Jackson expert guide has so many
secrets to tell about the plots and twists of the great Greek mythology!

D HIGHLIGHTS

8 INCLUSIONS

0

j

Acropolis
Athena´s Parthenon
Erechtheion
Athena Nike Temple
Dionysus Theatre and Sanctuary
Acropolis Museum

MEETING POINT
Acropolis Metro Stop

Expert and English speaking Percy
Jackson fan and a licensed guide too

note
Bring water and a hat. Camera is a
MUST

ATHENS TOURS
EXPRESS ATHENS:
COLORS & MAGIC

WALKING TOUR

R

2 HOURS

P

@

CAN BE CUSTOM
TAILORED

EVERY DAY

FOR PARENTS WITH KIDS
OF ALL AGES

Unlock the mysteries of your mission!

Ever dreamed of being an explorer, a hunter or even a spy? Well now is your chance when
you join us on an exhilarating adventure through Athens! Follow twisting trails, solve
riddles and unlock the mysteries of your mission to finally get to the Treasure Chest! Get
ready to a colorful discovery enjoying our Athens treasure hunt!

D HIGHLIGHTS

8 INCLUSIONS

0

j

Monastiraki, Psiri, Syntagma Square,
National Gardens. Gelato tasting.

MEETING POINT
Monastiraki Square

Your expert, child friendly guide
a fun treasure hunt
Greek ice cream
An Athens souvenir

note
Bring lots of enthusiasm

ATHENS EXPERIENCES
ATHENS FOOD &
CULTURE WALK

WALKING
TOUR

R

4 HOURS

P

@

CAN BE CUSTOM
TAILORED

EVERY DAY

FOR PARENTS WITH KIDS
OF ALL AGES

This gastonomy tour will satisfy your senses!

What better way to explore Athens than eating your way through this town full of
exciting foods to discover? Whether you are a passionate foodie or a passionate traveler
or your curiosity brought you here, this gastronomy tour will fill your senses! Enjoy the
personal attention from your expert local foodie guide and get ready to learn some Greek
gastronomy! This is not only about food, get to explore Athens most beautiful and famous
neighborhoods like Syntagma, Plaka, Monastiraki and more and get insider tips from your
foodie expert.

D HIGHLIGHTS

8 INCLUSIONS

0

j

Syntagma
Monastiraki
Plaka
The famous Varvakios Agora - Athen´s
Central market
Psirri

MEETING POINT
Sytagma Square, right by the
fountain

Expert food guide and Food tasting

note
Please tell us about any food
allergies and/or food preferences

ATHENS EXPERIENCES
COOKING MASTER CLASS
AND GREEK DINNER

COOKING GROUP
ACTIVITY

R

4 HOURS

P

@

CAN BE CUSTOM
TAILORED

EVERY DAY
AT 5.30PM

FOR PARENTS WITH KIDS
OF ALL AGES

Get your hands on into the city’s culinary secrets and its food!

One of the best ways to understand the local culture is to get your hands on into the
city´s culinary secrets and its food! Here everyone participates, you cook, socialize and
eat together! Get to learn how the Greeks prepare their most famous dishes and add
those to your list of expertise! For beginners, learn from the experts and get to know
useful kitchen hacks that only the Greeks know. And of course, learn to cook simple
dishes you can pamper your friends at home with. Learn the most important ingredients
in the Greek kitchen and how food is a very important part of the Greek culture – some of
them are the their legacy to the world.

D HIGHLIGHTS

8 INCLUSIONS

0

j

A fun cooking Mater Class and a typical
Greek dinner!

MEETING POINT
Plaka district

Expert Greek cook, Dinner (starters, main
course and dessert), One glass of wine or
soft drink, Aperitif and Greek “mezedes”
during the cooking class, A complimentary
copy of the recipes cooked, Lots of kitchen
tips from the Greeks!

note
Maximum number of participants: 16
people

ATHENS EXPERIENCES
ACROPOLIS SEGWAY TOUR

SEGWAY TOUR

R

2 HOURS

P

@

CAN BE CUSTOM
TAILORED

EVERY DAY

FOR PARENTS WITH KIDS
FROM 12YRS

Join this incredible Segway Tour!

Want to discover Athens in a very fun way?? Our Segway Tour is waiting for you!! You will
get to see the Hill of Mars (the God of War) and the Temple of Hephaestus (the God of
Fire). Head to the Stoa of Attalos, where the ancient philosophers od Athens used to give
lectured and to the Theaters of Herodes, Atticus and Dionysus and much more!!! Join this
incredible Segway Tour surrounded by history and myths…the whole family will love it!

D HIGHLIGHTS

8 INCLUSIONS

0

j

Odeon of Herodes Atticus, the Hill of
Mars next to the Acropolis Rock, the Hill
of Pnyka with the ancient parliament,
the area of Thisseion, the ancient
Cemetery of Kerameikos, the Flea
Market of Athens, Monastiraki Square,
the old town of Plaka, the Ancient
Agora and the Roman Market.

MEETING POINT
to be established

Tour guide
Helmet
Segway safety briefing

note
All guests must be 12 years old or
above and weight at least 100 lbs.
(46 kilos)

ATHENS EXPERIENCES
CREATE YOUR MYTH
COMICS CLASS

PRIVATE CLASS

R

2 HOURS

P

@

CAN BE CUSTOM
TAILORED

EVERY DAY

FOR PARENTS WITH KIDS
OF ALL AGES

Create your own comic book of Greek myths!

Love mythology and comic books? This is the time to get busy and create your own comic
book of Greek myths! Let the gods and goddesses, the great heroes and monsters of
Greek Mythology come alive hands on. After a few cultural tours, why not take a break
and unleash that creative side of you. What better way to listen to the myths and legends
than through a professional storyteller inside a place full of comics?

D HIGHLIGHTS

8 INCLUSIONS

0

j

Private Myth Comic Class

MEETING POINT
Athens Center – to establish

Expert comic book artist to teach you the
basics of comic book creation
Professional storyteller for more exciting
Greek myths

note
Upon request

ATHENS EXPERIENCES
POTTERY AND
CERAMICS CLASS

PRIVATE CLASS

R

2 HOURS

P

@

CAN BE CUSTOM
TAILORED

EVERY DAY

FOR PARENTS WITH KIDS
OF ALL AGES

Create Greek pottery and design it yourself!
The production of pottery is ‘kerameikos’ in Greek. Sounds familiar? Of course, ceramics
came from that Greek word and the Greeks are pottery experts as that’s what they needed
for their everyday life! So when in Athens, one of the greatest things you may learn is to
create Greek pottery and design it yourself! What better souvenir from your trip than
something Greek and most of all, something you made yourself!

D HIGHLIGHTS

8 INCLUSIONS

0

j

Private pottery and ceramic class

MEETING POINT
Plaka district

Pottery and ceramic lesson with the
experts
Your own pottery or ceramics creation to
take home with you

note
All materials are provided

DAY TRIPS
DELPHI DAY TRIP
INSPIRED BY PERCY JACKSON

DRIVING/WALKING
TOUR

R

FULL DAY

P

@

CAN BE CUSTOM
TAILORED

EVERY DAY

FOR PARENTS WITH KIDS
OF ALL AGES

Let the myths and legends play with your imagination!

Join us on this unforgettable and one-of-a-kind day trip!! Your local Percy Jackson expert
guide will entertain you with mythological fun facts about the places you will discover
and give you great insight into the world of ancient Greece. Let the myths and legends
play with your imagination! Get on board and come with us for a memorable journey to
mythical Delphi!

D HIGHLIGHTS

8 INCLUSIONS

0

j

Follow the steps of Percy and Apollo
on their quest to find the spirit of the
Oracle.
Discover the city of Delphi

MEETING POINT
Your hotel or apartment

Hotel pick-up and private transfer to
Delphi
An exceptional licensed tour guide, well
trained in Percy Jackson storytelling
Guided tour at Delphi archaeological site
and the museum

note
Optional: 3D iPads for Delphi, to
witness the ancient site as it was
2.000 years ago.

DAY TRIPS
DELPHI DAY TRIP
FROM ATHENS

DRIVING/WALKING
TOUR

R

FULL DAY

P

@

CAN BE CUSTOM
TAILORED

EVERY DAY

FOR PARENTS WITH KIDS
OF ALL AGES

Unforgettable journey to mythical Delphi!

For Mythology lovers and most especially, if you don’t know anything about Mythology,
then this tour will make you fall in love with the Greek deities! The moment you will see
for the first time Delphi, you will understand why ancient Greeks called this place the
navel of the earth. Let the myths and legends play with your imagination! Get on board
and come with us for an unforgettable journey to mythical Delphi!

D HIGHLIGHTS

8 INCLUSIONS

0

j

Archaeological site of Delphi
Galaxidi or Arachova

MEETING POINT
Your hotel or apartment

Hotel pick-up and Private transfer to
Delphi
An exceptional licensed tour guide

note
Optional: you can extend your tour
to 9.5 hours and visit the Byzantine
Monastery of Osios Lukas

DAY TRIPS
DAY TRIP TO HYDRA,
POROS AND AEGINA

CRUISE + WALKING
TOUR

R

FULL DAY

P

@

CAN BE CUSTOM
TAILORED

EVERY DAY

FOR PARENTS WITH KIDS
OF ALL AGES

Explore the stunning views of these islands!

An unforgettable experience during your stay in Athens by joining an idyllic one day cruise
at the three most famous and magical islands Hydra, Poros and Aegina of the Saronic
Gulf. This cruise gives you the chance to explore all the secrets and the stunning views of
these islands! Needless to say you will have a full day of laughter and excitement!

D HIGHLIGHTS

8 INCLUSIONS

0

j

Poros
Aegina
Hydra

MEETING POINT
Port of Athens

Buffet Lunch
Traditional Greek Folk Show with dancing
and singing
Multilingual Cruise assistance

note

Mykonos tours
HIGHLIGHTS OF
MYKONOS TOUR

WALKING TOUR

R

4 HOURS

P

@

CAN BE CUSTOM
TAILORED

EVERY DAY

FOR PARENTS WITH KIDS
OF ALL AGES

The Island of the Winds!

Did you know that Mykonos is Greek for “Island of the Winds”? Join us on this in depth
Mykonos tour to discover the authentic old town and its little alleyways! Don’t miss all of
its highlights and panoramic views. Discover everything about this magical island with
a complete tour all around the coast. We will visit some rural villages, the local port and
church of St. Ioannis, have a light snack in one of the local farms and enjoy Mykonos
Town right after visiting the most famous Mykonian beaches: “Kalo Livadi”, “Kalafati” and
“Aghia Anna”. Immerse yourself in the Pearl of the Cyclades, let the sun, the warmth of
the Mykonians and the delicious food mesmerize you. You will never want to leave!

D HIGHLIGHTS

8 INCLUSIONS

0

j

Highlights and panoramic views of
Mykonos

MEETING POINT
to be established

Private tour guide
pick-up
Light snack at traditional farm

note
Bring water and a hat. It may be hot

Mykonos tours
COOKING MASTERCLASS
IN MYKONOS

COOKING MASTERCLASS

R

6 HOURS

P

@

CAN BE CUSTOM
TAILORED

EVERY DAY

FOR PARENTS WITH KIDS
OF ALL AGES

Learn the basics of Greek Cuisine!
It doesn’t matter whether cooking is your greatest passion or if you are just a newbee.
Learn the basics of Greek cuisine on this 6-hour Cooking masterclass. Relax, enjoy some
local delicacies, and master that recipe everybody back home will love! Teta, the owner,
will welcome you into her kitchen and explain to you how to make the best Mykonian
style menu. You will use all locally harvested ingredients to prepare your delicacies, and
be ready to taste them after a relaxing break, at the end of your experience!

D HIGHLIGHTS

8 INCLUSIONS

0

j

Cooking class at lunch or dinner

MEETING POINT
Pick up from your hotel or cruise ship
port

Pick up hotel or port
Cooking class lunch or dinner
Wine and drinks
Personal kitchen equipment,
Commemorative photoshoots
Free small bag with local products

note

DELOS TOURS
DELOS HIGHLIGHTS

SAIL + WALKING TOUR

R

4 HOURS

P

@

CAN BE CUSTOM
TAILORED

EVERY DAY

FOR PARENTS WITH KIDS
OF ALL AGES

Sail to ancient Delos!!

Despite its size, Delos is one of the most important archeological and historical sites of
the whole Greece. Our expert guide will pick you up early morning, and after a small sail
from Mykonos to the old island of Delos. Discover the ancient history and beauty of the
Island, in this intense visit to one of the UNESCO’s World Heritage! ! Get lost in the Ancient
city and its marketplace, get your camera ready for the stunning panoramic views and
the Temples of Apollo and Artemis & the old Amphitheatre. Walk down the famous Lion
Street and visit the Museum of Delos, where you will find ruins and archeological findings
that trace back Delos civilization back to 3rd millennium B.C. A bring break before heading
back to Mykonos, one last sail to wrap this sunny, memobrable day.

D HIGHLIGHTS

8 INCLUSIONS

0

j

Delos’ Agora, Temple of Apollo,
Sanctuary of Dionisu, Museum of Delos,
Lion Street, Old Amphitheatre

MEETING POINT
to be established

Private tour guide
Transportations
Entrance Fee to Delos, Boat tickets

note

RHODES TOURS
RHODES TOWN &
EAST / WEST COAST

WALKING TOUR

R

8 HOURS

P

@

CAN BE CUSTOM
TAILORED

EVERY DAY

FOR PARENTS WITH KIDS
OF ALL AGES

ready to discover Rhodes!

Our courteous driver and private guide will pick you up from the port to enjoy the
Medieval City (World Heritage Site) for pictures from outside. You will visit The Historical
Buildings and the Old Harbor, where according to the tradition, one of the seven wonders
of the Ancient World once had its place: the Colossus of Rhodes once stood. After many
panoramic views of the city, you will head to the Temple of Apollo, the Greek Stadium and
the Ancient Theater. On the way to Lindos, a short stop at a pottery workshop where the
traditional pottery of Rhodes is made. Then he drives you down to the Saint Paul’s bay,
incredible wild beauty!! Visit the main square of Lindos village, so you can walk the alleys
of Lindos and climb up the Acropolis or ride the donkeys! A fun and unforgettable day!

D HIGHLIGHTS

8 INCLUSIONS

0

j

Highlights of Rhodes

MEETING POINT
Rhodes Pier

Private Guide
Experienced Driver + minivan or sedan

note

SANTORINI TOURS
SANTORINI’S BEST

DRIVING TOUR

R

8 HOURS

P

@

CAN BE CUSTOM
TAILORED

EVERY DAY

FOR PARENTS WITH KIDS
OF ALL AGES

EXPLORE THIS BEAUTIFUL ISLAND!

Have you ever heard of Atlantis, the lost city? Myths say that the lost city is under Santorini
– a really intriguing story! This is a dream island for so many, join us on our super exciting,
private tour of Santorini! You will get to see Oia Village for photos of Caldera and visit Fira
center for shopping! Head to Ilias for panoramic photos of the island and discover the
famous red beach at Perissa! If you are interested in a bit of history we may also include
the Akrotiri archaeological site.

D HIGHLIGHTS

8 INCLUSIONS

0

j

Oia Village, Caldera, Fira, Imerovigli,
Firostefani, Profitis Ilias, Perissa

MEETING POINT
to be established

Hotel pick-up & private transfer
An exceptional licensed tour guide

note
Also available for a 5 hour tour with
modified itinerary

CRETE TOURS
TASTE HERAKLION:
THE FOOD TOUR!

FOOD TOUR

R

P

@

CAN BE CUSTOM
TAILORED

EVERY DAY

FOR PARENTS WITH KIDS
OF ALL AGES

visit the best places to taste Greek dishes!

What better way to discover and experience Heraklion city than eating your way through
it? Whether you are a passionate foodie or a traveler going after unique experiences, this
gastronomy tour will satiate your senses! Get the chance to eat unique dishes and taste
Cretan flavors in places that locals prefer away from the tourist traps. Now armed with
a new set of cooking skills... you are ready to go and share with family and friends your
newly acquired memories and cooking powers! This is the best souvenir of all!

D HIGHLIGHTS

8 INCLUSIONS

0

j

Discover many local dishes and
specialities during an unforgettable
culture and culinary walking tour!

MEETING POINT
to be established

An exceptional licensed tour guide

note

CRETE TOURS
CRETE AND COOK!

COOKING MASTERCLASS

R

P

@

CAN BE CUSTOM
TAILORED

EVERY DAY

FOR PARENTS WITH KIDS
OF ALL AGES

For real gastronomy adventurers

Ready for a hands on Cretan cooking lesson? You will try out our grandmother’s recipes
for a range of traditional dishes and return home with a whole new cooking skillset!
Discover the wealth of the Cretan land with a hands-on private cooking class in the
beautiful Heraklion countryside! Just half an hour from the city, your driver will bring you
in a traditional off-the-beaten-track restaurant passing through beautiful Cretan villages
and herb-scented hilltops. Our masterchefs are Cretan experts so get ready to cook and
eat! For real gastronomy adventurers only!

D HIGHLIGHTS

8 INCLUSIONS

0

j

Typical Cretan private cooking class

MEETING POINT
to be established

An exceptional licensed tour guide

note

